Our investigations of L Q ωl turn out to be closely related to questions in first order logic studied by Rabin [13] , Keisler [7] , and Chang [2] , and in the logic of LI studied by Craig [3] , and Keisler [6] . Our development provides some unification of these results and some strengthening (cf. Theorems 2.12 and Corollary 3.5) of Keisler's results on L% characterizability. Fuhrken's work on the compactness of L Q ωi appears in [4] . 0* Preliminaries and notation* Ordinals are denoted by the letters a, β, 7, and cardinals by /r, λ, μ with m, n reserved for finite cardinals. The first uncountable measurable cardinal is denoted by 1 st MC. We identify each ordinal with the set of smaller ordinals and the cardinals with the initial ordinals. cX will denote the cardinality of X. By Y X we mean the set of all functions on Y to X. 
SX = {t: t g x).
Sans serif will be used for the nonlogical symbols, θ, <p, ψ, σ will denote formulas. We use u, v for variables and ϋ, v for finite sequences of variables. The type τΣ of a set Σ of formulas is simply the set of nonlogical symbols occurring in Σ.
Capital German letters will be reserved for structures, and the corresponding Roman letters used for their universes. We also write 1211 for the universe of 21. All structures are infinite unless explicitly assumed finite. The denotation of the symbol J in 2t will be written β. The type of SI, written τ2I, is the set of all nonlogical symbols having denotations in St. "K admits a structure such that " means "there is structure 21 such that e|2I| = K and •••".
An assignment in 21 is a function on the variables taking values in |St|. If φ is a formula, and z is an assignment in 21, we write SI 1= φ [z] to mean that ψ is satisfied in 21 under the assignment z. We write SX £ 33 to mean that 21 is a substructure of 33 (23 is an extension of 21); 2ί < Γ 33 means that 21 £ S3 and for for every formula φe Γ and every assignment 2 in 21, 211= φ [z] iff S3 1= <p [z] ; 21 ΞΞ Γ 33 means that for each sentence σ e Γ, 211= σ iff S3 t= σ. We write -< and = respectively for < Γ and = Γ in case Γ 1 is first order logic, and < κ , = κ in case Γ is L?. TΛ L 2I = {σ e L: 21 h σ)
The language L?, defined for k ^ ω, is obtained from first order logic by the addition of a new quantifier symbol Q k (we will write simply Q if the cardinal is clear or immaterial). In L?, Qu has the interpretation "there are at least fc υ's such that •••". Thus in L Q K , the assignment z in 21 makes the formula Qjφ true in 21 iff c{be |2I|: 2ί 1= <P[z(υ/h)]} ^ fc. Let ί £ τ2I and let ^ ^ Fg |2t|. Then 2ΐ|(F, t) is the ί-reduct of the substructure of 21 determined by V, i.e., if S3 is the substructure of 21 determined by V, 211 (V, t) is the structure (£ with universe |S5| and type t determined by /? e = R® for R in t. We write 21 \t for 2l|(|2I|, ί). If V is a unary relation symbol, then we will write 2I|(V, t) for (the relativized reduct) 2I|(V a , t). If <^ : ie/> is a family of relations on |2I|, then (SI, Ri) ie i denotes a structure which results from 21 by extending the type of 21 to include new relation symbols R it i e J, with R* ~ j^. 1* In this section we introduce the notion of strongly maximal structure, which encompasses the two maximality notions which most concern us in this paper, those for Li and L q ωγ . This will be shown in Theorem 1.2 and its partial converse, Theorem 1.10. Also in §1 are examples of strongly maximal models which are basic to our development (Lemmas 1.3, 1.7 and following remarks). DEFINITION REMARK. The case λ ^ 2 ω is immediate from Rabin's result that the complete structure on ω has no proper elementarily equivalent extension of cardinality ω (Rabin [13] ; see also Malcev [11], Keisler [6] , and Chang [2] ). The case λ < 2 ω is implicit in Rabin's proof. The examples we give are different from Rabin's. Chang's argument makes essential use of the complete structure (see remark after Theorem 2.10).
Proof. It is enough to find a countable structure with no countable proper equivalent extensions, as we may realize the structure on ω and add the relation < required in the definition of strongly maximal.
G. Carpenter, while an undergraduate at Boulder, pointed out the following particularly simple proof. Let §1 = <(Q, Z, +, , Dy DeX where Q is the rationale and X is any uncountable set of reals (left Dedekind cuts). In any proper equivalent extension 33 of SI, there must be an infinitesimal ε. In fact since 33 satisfies Vχ3m, n(Zm/\Zn/\m x ρ& n), there must be a nonstandard integer n* e Z s whose reciprocal is an infinitesimal. But for each Del, there is beB within ε of D, i.e., , there is a strongly maximal structure which is particularly easy to describe. Namely, ζR, Q, Z, +, •> is such a structure (R = reals), as the proof of Lemma 1.3 shows.
(b) We now give an example of a strongly maximal structure which admits many automorphisms. This will be useful later. Let T = \Jns ω n 2, so that <Γ, £> is the full binary tree. Let L n = n 2, the set of points at the nth level. We now define a four place relation F by Fabxy iff x s a e ω 2, y s & e ω 2 and for some n e α>, a?, # e % 2. Now the structure ^~ = <T U ω 2, Γ, S, L Λ , JFX eβ , is strongly maximal. To see this, suppose 33 Ξ= J^~, S3 Ξ2 ^", 7
s is countable and a; is a new point in B. Evidently we may suppose that xeT*. Clearly x $ Ll for any neω.
Hence \J {te\^\: t Q® x} is a maximal branch be ω 2. Clearly {y: for some αe ω 2, F®baxy} is uncountable. Indeed, if F^baxy and F^ba'xy then (J {se ω 2: s£ 8 t/} = a = α'. This contradicts the countability of Γ 8 . What makes <5Γ useful in constructing examples is that any automorphism of ζT, g> induces a unique automorphism of ^-.
The next two theorems combine the notion of ^-theory (as is found in Morley-Vaught [12, §3] ) and Fuhrken's normal form [4] . THEOREM 1.8. Every structure 21 of power at least K has an expansion 31* with crSI* = o) + cτ% and with a unary predicate symbol Ueτ%*, such that whenever SI* £ S3 and SI* Ξ= 35 and cϋ 33 = /c then Proof. Let (£ be an arbitrary structure with lierK and cϋ s = fc. For each formula φ of type r£ we choose new function symbols f ψ and g ψ and corresponding functions on C such that the structure (£' obtained from £ by adjoining thesa functions is a model of the following sentences:
where u is some enumeration of the free variables of φ other than v. Now expand the given structure SI to SI 0 = (SI, l/*°) where U
%0
is any subset of A of power K. By induction define §I n+1 = (2ί w )' (where ' is as above) .
Now 21* is defined by τ2I* = Ό n , ω τ% n , and 2I*|τ2I, -2I % . We claim that 21* has the desired properties. Suppose 21* C 33, 21* = 33 and c(U®) -/r. We prove by induction on formulas φ of L?+ that
for any assignment z in A. For the induction we introduce the following ranking of formulas:
The induction is straightforward. We consider only the case ψ = -i Qvθϋv* Assume that for every assignment z in A, 31* |= # [2] Proof. The construction of 31* is as in the preceding theorem except that we choose 3I 0 so that τSt 0 includes the binary predicate <, and <(U*°, < a°) > = <(/c, e)>. The proof differs only in the treatment of the quantifier Q. Since Si* N -i Qvθ [z] means that {b e A: St* N θ [z(v/b) ]} has cardinality < tc, using (ii) we see that 31* N 3uVv(^v -* gβ(w, v) < ϋ) [2] . Hence by induction S3 N 3υVvθv-+g θ (w, v) < υ) [z] . Also (iii) holds in 31* as well as a sentence saying that the field of < is U. Since SC* = S3, these sentences are true in S3. Since <V, < s )> is Λ>like, it follows that c{b e B:
If 3t is either co r maximal, or 3t is co-maximal and c3ί + crSt > ω, then there is an expansion 31* of 31 swc& ί&αί cτSI* = cτSC + ω α^d 31* is strongly maximal.
REMARK. In view of this theorem and Theorem 1.2, we will use maximal to mean strongly maximal.
Proof. First assume that 31 is α^-maximal of cardinality /c and eτ3I = λ. We may assume that 13t | = K. Since any expansion of an αvmaximal structure is α^-maximal, we may assume that ϋ, < belong to τ2t and υ n -ω, <* = e . We claim that the expansion SI* of St (chosen as in Theorem 1.8 with this U) is strongly maximal. Clearly St* is αvmaximal, and crSI* = λ. Let SI* = 93 and Si* £ 93 and suppose that c(ϋ s ) = ω. We must see that SI* = S3. But this is clear since 21* is ^-maximal and by Theorem 1.8 2ί* < ωi 93. Now suppose that SI is ω-maximal, of cardinality tc and crSt = λ (where tc > ω or λ > ώ). We may assume |2I| = tc. Since any expansion of an ω-maximal structure is ύ)-maximal, we may assume that U, < belong to τSt, and u* = (o. Moreover, if tc > o) we may assume that the structure given by Lemma 1.7 (λ = α^) is a relativized reduct of SI, and if λ > ω we may assume that the structure given by Lemma 1.3 (λ == ω^ is a relativized reduct of St. In either case SI has a strongly maximal relativized reduct, say & = St|(V, r(£). Now we claim that the expansion SI* (chosen as in Theorem 1.9 with U as above) is strongly maximal, with type of desired cardinality. Clearly crSt* = λ, and it is ω-maximal. To see that it is strongly maximal, suppose that SI* £ S3, SI* = 93, and c(U*) = ω. We must see that St* = 33. Since St* is ω-maximal, it is enough to see that Sί*< ω 23. By We now cite a series of results which tell us when the hypothesis (ii) of Lemma 2.2 can be applied. For definitions of measurable and weakly compact, see for example [1] . THEOREM 
(Keisler) tc is measurable iff there is a proper elementary end extension of the structure ζR κy e , xy Σ -Rκ .
Proof. See Keisler [7, Corollary 3.8] . We indicate a more direct argument for the proof from right to left. Let S3 be the given extension, and pe B ~ tc. Then D -{X § tc\ p e 8 P} is a /c-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter on tc. As in [7] , an ultrapower of (R κ , e , Xy xQRκ on a /^-complete ultrafilter establishes the converse.
In [9] , Keisler and Silver prove that if tc is strongly inaccessible, then tc is weakly compact iff for every S £ R κ , ζR κ , e , SΓ> has a proper elementary end extension. (The result first appeared without proof in Keisler [5] ). The next Theorem is an easy strengthening of this. THEOREM 
tc is weakly compact and strongly inaccessible iff for every S E R κy <(i2 Λ , e , Sy has a proper elementary end extension.
REMARK. In case tc is inaccessible, there is a relation E on tc such that <Έ Λ , e >=<£, Ey and E is compatible with e (i.e., xEy implies xey); from this it is easy to see that the two preceding theorems do give conditions assuring that ζtc, e> has an expansion with no proper elementary end extensions.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. From Keisler-Silver [9] , we need only show that tc is strongly inaccessible if the right hand side holds. To see that we cannot have v < tc ^ 2% let S be a 1 -1 function on tc into jβ v+1 . Now in any elementary end extension S3, β? +1 = R u+ι so (R u+1 Π range s) 58 = (range S) 8 = range S. But if S3 is a proper extension, there must be a point p$tc which is an ordinal in the sense of S3, contradiction. To see that tc must be regular, suppose S: v --> tc is cofinal and get a contradiction. LEMMA Keisler and Silver prove Theorem 2.7 for arbitrary well-founded models (A, e , Sy of ZFC allowing S in the replacement schema; the definition of ΊΊ\ reflection property' is then slightly more complicated.
Proof. See Keisler-Silver [9] . DEFINITION 2.8. K, is said to have the tree property iff whenever <T, <> is a tree such that Γ=|J β < ( Γ β (where xeT a iff {yeT:y<x} has order type a) and for each a, 0 < cT a < tc, then there is a branch B £ Γ«B, <#> linearly ordered) which meets each T a . THEOREM 
// K is regular and tc does not have the tree property, then tc admits a structure with finite type which has no proper elementary end extensions.
Proof. Let <(Γ, < f ) be a tree which provides a counterexample to the tree property for tc. Thus we have T = \J a < κ T a with 0 < card T a < tc, where T a is the set of points x in T such that the order type of {ye T: y< τ x] is a. By the regularity of tc, we may assume that T = tc and that the partial order < τ is so arranged that xe T a , ye T β , and a e β implies xey. We define an expansion SI of the given tree with new symbols e, E by putting e τ = e (usual order on tc) and E the equivalence relation on tc defined by xEy iff for some a e tc, x, ye T a . We claim that 3ΐ has no proper elementary end extensions. For
•T suppose 3t -< 33 and S3 is an end extension. Then the following formulas are valid in S3 because they are valid in St. Now (1) assures that if ye T and x <*y, then xe T also. Similarly (2) assures that if y e T and xE®y then xe T also since for some ze T, ye*z and hence xe*z. Thus (3) says that if x e T a and xe*y, then T a Π {ze T: z <*y} Φ 0. Since any new point peB ~ T has xa*p for every xe T, we see that the predecessors of p determine a branch through T, contrary to the choice of T. Proof. We prove this by induction on yc. The case λ = ω is Lemma 1.3. Suppose that λ is a successor cardinal, say λ = fc + , and tc has a maximal structure SI with cr2ϊ ^ 2*. Since 2* ^ 2 ; , we apply Lemma 1.6 and obtain a maximal structure S3 on λ with crS3 ^ 2 K 2 * as desired. Now suppose that λ = U λ, and /c e X implies that there is a maximal structure on /c with type ^ 2 K ^ 2\ By Theorem 2.3 there is a structure §ί on λ with no proper elementary end extensions, and cτ% ^ 2K Thus Lemma 2.2 applies and we conclude that there is a maximal structure S3 on λ with cτ% ^ 2 λ .
REMARK. Assuming the GCH, Theorem 2.10 for λ < 1 st uncountable inaccessible follows easily from results in Rabin [13] . Theorem 2.10 may be proved directly (no GCH) by a slight modification of Chang's argument in [2] . Proof. Use Lemmas 1.6 and 1.4.
The next theorem summarizes our positive results for cardinals admitting maximal models with countable type. THEOREM 
Let M be the set of cardinals tz such that there is a maximal structure on fc with finite type. Then Mhas the following closure properties:
(a) ω,eM Proof. The first two are restatements of Lemma 1.7 and Corollary 2.11 respectively. The "successor case" lemma (Lemma 1.6) immediately yields (c). Each of (d), (e), and (f) is obtained by use of the lemma for the limit case (Lemma 2.2), together with the lemma for reducing the type (Lemma 1.4) ; the hypothesis ii) of Lemma 2.2 is obtained (respectively for d, e, f) by Lemma 2.5, Theorem 2.9, and Theorem 2.4. This gives maximal models of power θ which have simpler descriptions than the models given by the proof of Theorem 2.1. DEFINITION 2.13. We say that a cardinal θ has the it end extension property iff every expansion 2ί of ζθ, <> with cτ% = tc has a proper end elementary extension (with respect to the usual order < on θ).
It is clear from earlier lemmas that a cardinal with the end extension property must be "large" (weakly inaccessible, etc.). COROLLARY 2.14. Suppose that tc ^ 1 st MC, and tc admits no maximal model with countable type. Let v = Π {μ. 2 μ > tc} (thus v f t < 2"). Then there is a cardinal θ, v ^ θ ^ it, such that θ has the tc end extension property (and hence θ admits no maximal model with type of cardinality ^ tc).
Proof. If μ < v, μ admits a maximal structure with type of cardinality ^ tc. Let θ be the first cardinal such that v ^ θ <L tc and θ admits no maximal model St with cτ% ^ tc (tc is such a cardinal by the lemma on reducing types, Lemma 1.4) We claim that θ has the tc end extension property. Let 21 be any structure on θ with cτ% <J Λ\ Choose an expansion S3 of 2Ϊ so that 931 (V a , τ a ) is a maximal model on a (for each cardinal a < θ), and S3 includes Skolem functions for SI. Now S3 is not maximal, so S3 has an extension (£. Evidently S|(V a , τ a ) = 33|(V α , r α ), so S3|r2I must be a proper end elementary extension of 2ΐ as desired. THEOREM 2.15 . Suppose that c\%\ = tz, cτ% -λ, and that one of the following holds: Then 3t is not maximal.
Proof. By Theorem 1.2 it suffices to show that 21 is not ft) Γ maximal. The case tc = ω follows easily from the countable compactness of L^, (Fuhrken [4] ; see also Keisler [8] ) using the method of diagrams.
The case where fc is weakly compact and /c > ω (and hence K > ωî s proved in the same manner, but using the weak compactness of L κ , κ and the fact that every sentence of L ( i ι is logically equivalent to a sentence of L KtK .
In case K > μ -l fet MC, the ultrapower W D provides a proper L μ μ extension of 2ΐ (and hence a proper Lf ϋl extension) whenever D is a //-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter. COROLLARY 2.16 (GCH) . Let M be as in Theorem 2.12. Then λ G M iff (i) λ is not weakly compact, and
Proof. The "only if direction is immediate from Theorem 2.12 and the "if" direction from Theorem 2.15.
3. In this section we discuss characterizability; Theorem 3.3 gives a connection between maximal models and structures characterizable up to isomorphism. This is used to obtain results of Keisler (Corollary 3.4) and some improvements (for example Corollary 3.5 . On the other hand, it is known that every cardinal admits a firm structure with countable typ3 (sso P. Vopsnka, A. Pultr, Z. Hedrlin, [14] ).
4. In this section we use maximal models to show the failure of the amalgamation property for L ( i 1 and the nonexistence of universal models. Proof. By induction on formulas exactly as in the first order case. (We write x\n for the restriction of the sequence x to n.)
Proof. Clearly, g is 1 -1 and onto; it is also an automorphism since x £ y iff g(x) £ g(y), and any automorphism of <(^2 U ω 2, £> is an automorphism of Proof. Choose n e ω such that if a\m -b\m then m < n. Now set f: ^2-^2 constantly 0 except at a\n, and apply Lemma 4.4 to get the desired automorphism.
